CATHEDRAL VILLAGE ARTS FESTIVAL!
MAY 23 - 28, 2022

Thanks, Regina!
GREETINGS
from the 2022 CVAF Chair

On behalf of our ever dynamic and devoted 2022 CVAF Planning Committee and our CACA Board, hat’s off to 31 years of support. Our 2022 theme “Thanks Regina” reflects our heartfelt gratitude to our Cathedral Village and surrounding communities. Your assistance, participation, sponsorship and support have allowed us to continue building this unique legacy known widely for melding creativity and inclusivity.

The expression “nothing can dampen the spirit of the Festival”, in addition to referring to the weather, now includes a global health crisis. As a community we continue to pivot, collaborate and re-envision this beloved six-day celebration weaving the arts and community — especially now, when togetherness matters so much. And this year our goal is to offer IN PERSON outdoor and indoor festivities, still with FREE ADMISSION after all these years! Offerings include a parade, a picnic, a street fair, music, literary and theatre events, dance, magic, film and so much more! All crafted and considered while weighing public health and safety realities.

Ultimately, with only half the regular planning season available, our CVAF team decided to commit ourselves 100 per cent to doing everything we could to bring our community together once again. With a green light from our CACA Board, true grit made up for time lost. I salute our Planning Committee Members (many in their very first season of CVAF involvement) and Staff for never giving up.

Neighbourly kindness and mutual respect are cornerstones in the Cathedral Village. Please be mindful of the impact on all of us during uncertain times. Let’s make our 31st season of magical offerings a safe landing for all. THANKS REGINA and thanks to our founder Ken Mitchell. Long Live the CVAF! See you in the Village!

Marilyn Turnley, CVAF Chair

Thank you community volunteers for putting together another amazing Cathedral Village Arts Festival!

ANDREW STEVENS
A PROGRESSIVE VOICE FOR WARD 3

@andrewstevensward3
306-570-1402 astevens@regina.ca

Bringing Saskatchewan to you.
Proudly supporting local artists, and the Regina Cathedral Arts Festival.

accessnowtv.ca  f  i  l  #WATCHLOCAL
Big Thanks!

Thanks to all our community volunteers and supporters. Your time and donations keep our festival free for all to attend. Please keep an eye out for our volunteers and thank them! Show your appreciation by dropping a few coins or slipping a few bills into the donation tins at our Festival venues. Every dollar we collect helps pay artists’ fees, venue rentals and equipment costs.
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Cover

Our cover was designed by Paul Dechene. And who is Paul? Well, Paul is the editor of the Cathedral Village Voice and works with Deb and Linda at the CACA. And he spends too much time on Twitter. His children tell him that. Often.

2022 CVAF Raffle

Draw Date: May 28, 2022
Support the Festival by purchasing a 50/50 raffle ticket for a chance to win cash! Tickets are available online only at cvaf.ca
Updates on health and safety considerations at CVAF indoor venues will be available at cvaf.ca
Mural Painting
Burns-Hanley Church Supplies
2727 13th Ave. (various times)

Josh Goff is a mural artist who has been working with the CVAF since 2002. This year Josh will be extending a mural he previously did in 2016 for Burns-Hanley. The extended mural will now wrap onto their front-facing wall. This mural will connect to the previous theme: bringing nature into the city. Josh’s work focuses on our connection to nature through animals, plants and abstract forms.

Gratitude Gardens:
The Butterfly Project

Show your festival colours with BUTTERFLIES. Decorate your front door, windows, gardens and school yards. From the tiniest fairy garden to a rainbow-size butterfly ballet — let your imagination soar! Check out the Regina Collage Collective Gratitude Gardens public art displays at RPL Connaught Branch and Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre.

Random Acts of
Senseless Creativity Wall

The Penny University Bookstore
3104 13th Ave. (10 am – 5:30 pm daily)

Bring in your poems, rants, doodles or scribbles to The Penny University Bookstore to be displayed on our Wall of Creativity. Your contributions will be collated and published in a chapbook before CVAF 2023.

See page 13 for details on this electronic art project at Westminster Church.

PRIOR TO FESTIVAL WEEK
ALONG 13TH AVENUE

The Cathedral Village Bench Project is back! Four benches along 13th Avenue have been repainted this year by local artists Alan Dotson, Mackenzy Vida and Evey Bonk. Can you spot the new benches in the Village near The Artesian, Burns-Hanley and Gale’s Florists?

KICK-OFF PARADE

How do you thank Regina for being such a phenomenal home? You hold the most amazing Victoria Day parade the city has ever seen.

Line the street and watch Sask Express, New Dance Horizons with Art Gallery of Regina, Bright Eyes Dog Rescue, Conservatory Pipe Band, Storybook Princess Parties and more show their gratitude to this wondrous city. You can also spread your Wings and Things with the Regina Public Library’s butterfly inspired props. Have your own idea? Sign up at cvaf.ca/parade

Marshalling of groups starts at 10 am at Holy Rosary Park. The parade starts at 11:15 am and travels west down 13th Ave., then turns south on Elphinstone St. We welcome all to join the parade as we travel to Les Sherman Park for the picnic. Hot dogs will be for sale.

LES SHERMAN PARK
COLLEGE AVE & ELPHINSTONE
Noon to 4 pm

FAMILY PICNIC

Mayor’s Welcome Message and Flag Raising
Public activities will begin after the parade (approximately noon) with a flag raising ceremony presented by Art Gallery of Regina.

Messages from the Rocks:
Stories of the Invisible

ART GALLERY OF REGINA (JUNE 2 – JULY 31)

Stories of the Invisible is a project of artists Linda Duval and Jillian McDonald. The project empowers the public as co-creators to imagine and share stories of the unseen forces that animate the land around us through walks, drawing on ambiguous wildlife photos, and creating a Field Guide to the Invisible.

Butterfly Selfie Station
Take a photo with your friends and family at our “Wings and Things” selfie station using prop butterflies, bugs and flowers created by Regina Collage Collective.

More on next page
Gratitude Garden
This public art project is organized by Regina Collage Collective. It features colourful butterflies created by members of our community that symbolize our hopes and blessings.

Neil Balkwill Civic Arts Centre
Look for art activities for all ages in front of the centre's main entrance.

ON STAGE
Sponsored by SaskMusic

11:30 am
Wanda Gronhovd
Wanda Gronhovd is a musician healer who connects people to the Divine through stories and songs of hope and transformation.

12:30 pm
Dance Moms
This group of Filipino Moms came together to share their talent thru dance. It's their way of bonding, having fun and relieving stress. They also want to show that aside from being loving mothers, devoted wives and career women, they can still groove and move!

1:30 pm
Taste of Philippines Teen Dancers
This Filipino dance group is comprised of teens 15 and above. Their love for dancing led them to form their own group. They hope to bring an extra dose of joy and excitement through their dance and encourage others to be themselves and just have fun.

2 pm
ADEOLUWA
ADEOLUWA is an experimental Afro-fusion pop star. With over 20,000 streams and three Saskatchewan Music Award nominations, he's headlined and played shows at Amigos Cantina, The Mae Wilson Theatre and The Artesian.

2:30 pm
Jishin Martial Arts Demonstration
The JMA demonstration team is comprised of students and instructors dedicated to showcasing their art and promoting martial arts in Saskatchewan.

3 pm
Marissa Burwell
Born and raised in Regina, Marissa writes with one eye on childhood, the other gazing toward a hopeful future, and both feet planted firmly in the snow.

THE ARTESIAN
2627 13TH AVE

4 pm
Write Your Life
Are you feeling an urge, an itch, to share things about your life but aren't sure why you should, or how to start? Featuring Raye Hendrickson, this workshop will help you gain confidence in telling your story. Co-presented by Saskatchewan Writers’ Guild and The Vertigo Series.

6 to 8 pm
DessArt Show
Dessart Sweets celebrates their 20th anniversary in the Cathedral community through art, memories and other fun stuff! Come join us for the festivities.

8 to 10 pm
Vertigo Open Stage
Come share your words with us at this open stage, featuring special guests Raye Hendrickson and the Regina Transit Authority Band. All welcome! See vertigoseries.com

WESTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH
3026 13TH AVE

7 pm
Regina Mandolin Orchestra
Directed by Natalia Osypenko, the RMO is made up of more than 25 musicians. The RMO has a varied repertoire including folk, classic and fiddle formats. The group has played opening day at the CVAF for 29 years.

8:15 pm
Jazz Bandits
This exciting group of about 20 musicians perform jazz, swing, and hit tunes with an energetic big-band sound.
**Tuesday**

**THE ARTESIÀN**

2627 13TH AVE

**4:30 pm**

**Quick & Dirty Artist Talk**

*Presented by Dunlop Art Gallery.* Local artists talk about their work and inspiration in the Pecha Kucha Format (20 slides per artist, talking about each slide for 20 seconds). Doors at 4 pm.

**7 pm**

**Radiant Reads**

Radiant Press presents readings by three of their authors: Zachari Logan, John McDonald and Jacob Lee Bachinger. Hosted by Kelly Jo Burke.

**8 pm**

**Saskatchewan Book Awards**

The Saskatchewan Book Awards presents readings from two authors who have been nominated for the 2022 awards: Medrie Purdham and Tara Gereaux.

---

**MESSAGES FROM THE ROCKS – STORIES OF THE INVISIBLE**

*a community-engaged art project by Linda Duvall and Jillian McDonald*

**MAY 23 – JULY 31**

Experience the invisible forces that animate the land around us. Find out more at . . .

artgalleryofregina.ca/messagesfromtherocks

PHOTOS: ROYAL SASKATCHEWAN MUSEUM, REGINA URBAN WILDLIFE PROJECT

---

**Collision Repair on all Makes and Models**

Honesty, Quality & Service since 1924

1800 ANGUS STREET, REGINA

REGINAAUTOBODY.CA

---

**READ SASKATCHEWAN**

Visit the SaskBooks booth at the Cathedral Village Arts Festival

SKBOOKS.COM
WEDNESDAY

HOLY ROSARY PARK
14TH AVE & GARNET ST
7 pm
Regina Word Up Poetry Slam
We’re back with cash prizes for top placing poets featuring Khodi Dill. No slam experience is necessary. Bring your best poem under 3 min 10 seconds. Sign up at the door beginning at 6:30 pm. 12 slammers max. All ages.

THE ARTESIAN
2627 13TH AVE
7 to 8 pm
Screening Under The Steeple
Presented by Saskatchewan Filmpool
Join us for a night of visionary short films by Sask Filmpool members.

Plains View by Donald List
What happens when a memory is revisited? Did it really happen, or was it just one of those gray pages in a chapter of your life? Do you ever wish you could turn back the clock and relive the better memories? In Plains View, veteran Regina filmmaker Donald List lets you do that by obscuring recent memories and replacing them with imagery of a more pleasant time.

Whispering to My Soul by Esperanza Sanchez Espitia
Esperanza Sanchez Espitia is a Regina based storyteller/filmmaker with an international background as an Indigenous photojournalist. Whispering to My Soul is about a woman’s ancestral journey to empower other women who have been silenced by terror and fear imposed by oppressive colonialist practices. Wake up! It’s time to weave your journey.

The Devil Knows You’re Dead by Lee Chambers
Lee Chambers has written, produced and directed many films over the years. His debut feature The Pineville Heist (2016) and Copenhagen Road (2019) can both be seen on Amazon Prime. In this drama/thriller, Luke Gomez steals a quarter from a homeless man at a bar and turns the single coin into a casino winning streak, until he makes the cocky move to return the quarter.

As The Maple Falls I Realize I Can’t Stop by Gavin Baird
Since graduating from Recording Arts Institute of Saskatoon in 2016, Métis filmmaker Gavin Baird has focused on narrative filmmaking. In 2017, he started the production company Dynamic Video Imaging with Kyle Zurevinski. His work includes the feature length films The Caring Only Cry at Night and Begonia and the web-series Autumn’s Breeze and Four in a Blanket. In this experimental film, he evokes past memories of forgotten back alley items on Maple Street.

Plume by Mike Rollo
“Fingers pluck fallen evidence of flight; placed and traced to make avian light” is how Mike Rollo describes Plume. Rollo is a founding member of Montreal’s experimental film collective Double Negative and Independent Visions in Regina, and currently teaches film production at University of Regina. His photochemical practice explores alternative approaches to non-fiction cinema with a focus on landscape, rural industry and communication cultures.

aen loo pawatamihk by Diane Ouellette
Dianne Ouellette is a Métis filmmaker, multimedia artist, curator, and educator. For over two decades, she has focused her lens on family, history and identity. This film’s title, she says, is Michif for “Wolf dream” or “I dream of Wolves”, adding “As I walk the land with Wolves and Buffalo, I reflect on my ancestors and honour their memory, while reflecting on the present-day issue of environmental sustainability.”

PROOF OF VACCINATION AND FACEMASKS REQUIRED
GALLERY ON 14TH
14TH AVE BETWEEN MONTAGUE AND ELPHINSTONE ST

4:30 to 5:30 pm
Gallery on 14th is presenting a selection of creative works by young neighbourhood artists in a pop-up salon-style installation along the fence. Organized by community hosts Cheryl and Cameron, this exhibition is on display during May as part of the CVAF Community Showcase. Meet the artists and community hosts at this after-school reception.

HOLY ROSARY PARK
14TH AVE & GARNET ST

AN EVENING OF DANCE
by Dance Saskatchewan

Cathedral Village Arts Festival is incredibly pleased to present an Evening of Dance curated by Dance Saskatchewan under the Big Top at Holy Rosary Park.

5 pm
Ammanda Zelinsky & Jason Yuen
These two are a triple threat! They are University of Regina graduates and have both taught in the community through Queen City Lindy. Ammanda has perfect pitch, and Jason is quite proficient in playing the piano.

5:20 pm
Tessa Rae & Stedroy Crump
Stedroy has loved Hip Hop ever since he was young. He is a two-time recipient of the Manitoba Dance Festival Scholarship, and has won Gold at Dance World Cup. Tessa Rae is a Dance artist from Regina with a BFA from Ryerson University. She recently completed a new solo commission supported by New Dance Horizons and SK Arts.

5:40 pm
Ashley Johnson
Ashley is a dance artist and Somatic Movement Educator based in Regina. She sometimes performs and teaches with New Dance Horizons. Her current solo work blends sensing, speaking and dance to examine the timeline of a heart defect.

6 pm
Chaban Regina
Chaban Regina showcases the richness and beauty of Ukrainian Dance and proudly keeps Ukrainian culture alive. They are sure to delight audiences of all ages and invite you to “Dance With Us!” Bitaemo!

6:20 pm
Living Skies
Living Skies performances take on a creative flare when traditional Irish dance is fused with contemporary music and style. Living Skies provides quality instruction for everyone.

6:40 pm
Youth Ballet of Saskatchewan
Youth Ballet of Saskatchewan believes in fostering young artists to develop their unique voice through professional training, public performance and contribution to the choreographic process. They offer classes for all ages in an inclusive environment.

7 pm
Salsa Colada
Salsa Colada’s mission is to ensure we become better, more confident, happier and healthier individuals through dance!

7:20 pm
Terrance Littletent
Terrance is an accomplished Indigenous Grass and Hoop Dancer who has traveled across Canada, the United States and overseas, sharing his gift of song, dance, and narrative in a humble way.

7:40 pm
Salsa Colada
See 7 pm listing.

8 pm
Tribal Vibes and Wildfires
This performance blends belly dance with drum and didgeridoo based rhythms.

8:40 pm
Salsa Colada
See 7 pm listing.
EXPLORE THE VILLAGE
5 to 9 pm

Explore Cathedral Village! Many of the unique shops on 13th Avenue will be open until late Thursday evening so you can shop while taking in the festival.

THE ARTESIAN  →  PROOF OF VACCINATION AND FACEMASKS REQUIRED
2627 13TH AVE
7:30 to 8:30 pm

Illusionary Magic of Sitruc James
Whether Sitruc James is on a big stage performing in front of hundreds or up close in person you will get an outstanding performance from this master illusionist. Family friendly. Seeing is believing.

CATHEDRAL
NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
2900 13TH AVE
8:30 pm

Rooky
Rooky makes Afropop, Hip Hop and RnB music which expresses his emotions through rhythmic melodies and calm lyricism. He was nominated at the Saskatchewan Music Awards in 2021 in the Hip Hop category.

9:30 pm

Zochi
Originally from Nigeria, Zochi has been composing and writing music since 2007. After moving to Canada as a 17-year-old, she began to release music commercially in 2018. As a contemporary Gospel artist she aims to use her music to shine light on love, truth, freedom, and just having a good time.

10:30 pm

ADEOLUWA
ADEOLUWA is an experimental Afro-Fusion popstar. With over 20,000 streams and three Saskatchewan Music Awards nominations, he’s headlined and played shows at Amigos Cantina, The Mae Wilson Theatre and The Artesian.

July 14-17, 2022.
www.festivalofwords.com

Thanks, Regina, for loving local books and writers!
Stop by our bookstore at 3104 13th Ave or visit us online at pennyu.ca

PROOF OF VACCINATION AND FACEMASKS REQUIRED

2062 ALBERT STREET

Please visit prairiedogmag.com/support

prairie dog
FRIDAY

WESTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH
3026 13TH AVE

Art Preview & Auction
Drop in to see Saskatchewan Network for Art Collecting's annual art book sale and auction preview with artworks by Saskatchewan's finest artists. (Use Cameron St. entrance)

HOLY ROSARY PARK
14TH AVE & GARNET ST

5:30 pm
Judd Stachoski
As a member of The Bystanders, Black Drink Crier, The Furriers and TB Judd, Judd Stachoski has collected a wealth of original songs in genres ranging from folk/bluegrass to blues rock and more.

6:30 pm
Surprise Performer!
The Village is full of surprises.

7:30 pm
Marissa Burwell
Born and raised in Regina, Marissa writes with one eye on childhood, the other gazing toward a hopeful future, and both feet planted firmly in the snow.

THE MERCURY CAFE
2936 13TH AVE

10:30 pm
MechaDroid
The party band for people who overthink, MechaDroid is a bass guitar, some drums, and two quiet pals making fuzzed-out rock music from Treaty 4 Territory/Regina. MechaDroid is Leo Keiser (they/them; bass, vocals) and Colin Tether (he/him; drums).

11:30 pm
Oiseaux
Existential terror, death drive, humankind's puny shape flailing hopelessly against the intangible body of sublime, made immanent in ass-shaking, skull-shearing rock music.

CATHERAL NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
2900 13TH AVE

ROCK THE BLOCK
Presented by Grind Central Records

9 pm
Workprint
Post, post, post punk that started as a one-person project from Regina's Rob White and wound up a full blown live band.

10 pm
Ugly Again
Regina duo Ugly Again combine elements of punk, grunge and sludge to navigate personal struggle and social discourse.

11 pm
Trash Hawks
Regina's Trash Hawks bombard with catchy rock songs that reel you in with their unassuming charm. With a talent for fitting as many hooks as possible in a song, it's going to be hard to get this set out of your head.

More on next page.
Midnight

Beach Body
Beach Body is a post death surf choir from Regina who are doing the best that they can.

ST MARY’S
ANGlican CHURCH
3337 15TH AVE
8:30 pm

Glenn Sutter
Glenn Sutter is a folk-rock singer-songwriter from Regina whose good-natured, engaging performances spark a gentle fire, inviting audiences to gather round, reflect, and enjoy the moment.

9:15 pm

Connor & The Musicians
Regina’s Connor Hewson writes music and then gets together with his musician friends to elevate the songs from a soft foot tap to a loud foot tap. They’re excited to share them with the CVAF!

10 pm

Frogsback
Since 2005, Frogsback has performed a unique and exciting variety of rock, jazz and blues. Members have performed in established bands for decades and are all versatile, accomplished musicians.

THE ARTESIAN
2627 13TH AVE
9:30 pm

Marshall Burns
After over a decade of touring and recording with Juno-nominated Regina indie rockers Rah Rah, Marshall released his first full length solo album *Dogs and Booze* in the fall of 2019. A follow-up LP is in the works and nearing completion.

10:30 pm

Wolf Willow
From the Northern Great Plains of Saskatchewan, Wolf Willow plays original country and western inspired by honky tonk, Western Swing and countrypolitan retro sounds. Wolf Willow both stretches and upholds the retro-country tradition.
**SATURDAY**

**STREET FAIR**

10 am to 5 pm
The Street Fair runs from Albert to Elphinstone on 13th Ave and dips onto Robinson St. Information booths will greet visitors at the Albert and Elphinstone St. entrances as well as at Info headquarters in front of Cathedral Neighbourhood Centre. There are also Street Fair Ambassadors (wearing bright vests) who can offer assistance and information throughout the day.

We are excited to feature products from over 200 artists, crafters and Cathedral businesses. Enjoy traditional fair food as well as flavours from around the world. Most vendors, but not all, can process cashless transactions — so remember to bring cash. There are ATMs available at various spots as well. Don’t forget to bring some extra cash to support our talented buskers who will be providing entertainment all along 13th Ave.

Safety is important. Large crowds = lost family members. Please make a plan with your children. Give them your cell number and/or have a prearranged meeting place in case you get separated. St. John Ambulance First Aid is centrally located in front of Cathedral Neighbourhood Centre (Spots 417 & 415 on the map).

PLEASE do not bring pets and skateboards to the Street Fair. Ride your bike or walk to the festival, if possible, and use the Bike and Stroller Valet service run by Holy Rosary School just north of the Big Top Tent in Holy Rosary Park. Parking is pay-what-you-can. Note: Personal items left at your own risk. Rest areas will be available along the route. Wear your walking shoes!

**CATHEDRAL NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE**

11 am to 6 pm
**Festival Beer Tent**
Beverage service by our friendly neighbourhood brewery, Pile O’Bones, is back. No minors unless accompanied by an adult. Please drink responsibly.

**WESTMINSTER UNITED CHURCH**

3025 13TH AVE
During the Street Fair, Saskatchewan Network for Art Collecting will have a display in the church gym (use Cameron St. entrance). Come and sit on the church’s lawn or front steps for a rest or to eat some of the delicious food you purchase at the festival. And don’t forget to check out the electronic sign for the U<d" show.

Westminster United Church will host live performances starting at 11 am.

**Clark Schaufele**
Clark enjoys a multi-faceted career spanning genres beyond classical piano — on both keyboards and double bass.

**One Young’n**
One Young’n is a five-piece rock ‘n’ roll cover band covering hits from the 1950s, ’60s and ’70s that make you want to dance.

**Tavria Ukrainian Dancers**
Tavria strives to create a fun, educational and family-friendly environment that harnesses the spirit and culture of Ukrainian dance. They place priority on developing skills and techniques which challenge dancers to achieve the highest level. Through their tours and performances, they promote Ukrainian culture in Regina and across Saskatchewan and Canada.

**U<d"**
U<d" is an exhibition featuring the art of seven Indigenous women that is presented by CVAF in partnership with Organization of Saskatchewan Arts Councils and Melanie Monique Rose. The exhibition is about sharing our stories. Each of the artists has a unique perspective and connection with this land and sky. U<d" is Audie Marie, Marcy Friesen, Larissa Kitchemonia, Donna The Strange, Stacey Fayant, Brandy Jones and Melanie Monique Rose.

**CATHEDRAL COMMUNITY FRIDGE**

CORNER OF 13TH AVE & CAMERON ST
While you are at the Street Fair watch for interactive art activities for the whole family at Cathedral Community Fridge. Learn more about addressing food security through mutual aid in our community.
**HOLY ROSARY PARK**

14TH AVE & GARNET ST

**FUNVILLE**

11 am and 2 pm

*The Musical Activity Show of Mz. Muzik and Bow Tie Guy*

This exciting show hosted by Mz. Muzik and Bow Tie Guy is a vibrant family-friendly event that engages children ages 3 to 7 in dancing, singing and other musical activities.

12 pm

*Salsa Colada*

Salsa Colada’s mission is to ensure we become better, more confident, happier and healthier individuals through dance!

3 pm

*Regina Salseros*

Regina Salseros is dedicated to teaching Latin dance in a stress-free, fun, and encouraging environment. The studio provides quality and affordable instruction to students at all skill levels and ages in various styles including salsa, bachata and cha-cha-cha.

**UNDER THE BIG TOP**

5:30 pm

*Lyssa & The Try-Tones*

The emotionally raw, yet polished, pop vocal stylings of Lyssa mixed with the funk rhythm section of The Try-Tones equals a sound both groovy and sophisticated.

6:30 pm

*FadaDance*

FadaDance are bringing big dance energy to Holy Rosary Park! FadaDance is dedicated to providing a stable and nurturing experience for every young dancer.

8 pm

*People Of The Sun*

People of the Sun is a collective of SK-based MCs, singers, and instrumentalists who make Hip-Hop, R&B and funk music.

9 to 10:30 pm

*Andino Suns*

Andino Suns genre-defying music is steeped in traditional Andean instrumentation and Latin rhythms. A worldview of political activism, hope and love underpins their music.
ST MARY’S ANGLICAN CHURCH
3337 15TH AVE
2 to 4 pm
Crafts and tours.

8:30 pm
Wishbook
Combining spacious synths with floating and reflective guitars, Wishbook produces moody, atmospheric songs tenuously placed between nostalgia and introspective longing for the future.

9:30 pm
G. B. Loon & The Loonies
G. B. Loon & The Loonies are a comedic folk punk quartet whose collective tongue has been lodged in its cheek since they formed in 2018.

10:30 pm
Pop Pop Vernac
Pop Pop Vernac are an expressive and high impact Regina four-piece. All four members write and sing lead vocals. They have toured the Canadian prairies, and have released four records with more to come.

THE ARTESIAN
2627 13TH AVE
9 pm to Midnight
Presented by Regina Folk Festival

Lambta Da’s
A grey speckled thinning haired man still sitting on the edge of a bed writing, humming out, and recording indie pop tunes. 31st album is gonna be streets ahead.

Sunset Embassy
Sunset Embassy is a five-piece rock band that formed during the first GRRown-Up Camp in 2019 where they wrote their first song “Holy Disaster”. Their creative process is highly collaborative, and the diversity of the five members produces a richness that is evident in their songs.

Bears In Hazenmore
Bears in Hazenmore are an indie rock band with pop sensibilities. “We all played in our high school jazz band instead of going to parties,” they write. “And it shows.”

CATHEDRAL NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRE
2900 13TH AVE
9 pm
Dara Schindelka
Dara Schindelka is a Saskatchewan singer/songwriter with a touch of the north and the pull of the prairies. Her passion for storytelling through song delights audiences of all ages!

10 pm
Greg Orrē
Greg Orrē expresses his creativity through songwriting, poetry, visual art and video. His solo music has been called “an exercise of mind over matter” and “soft sermons [that] take unexpected turns”.

11 pm
Keiran Semple
Keiran Semple is a Regina singer-songwriter. His new project includes melodic Folk and Americana music with three-part harmonies.

Midnight
Drake Mark
Drake’s writing mixes the nostalgia of childhood with trying to find your place in the world as an adult. To accompany his story, he recruited a band of Moose Jaw musicians.

Thanks for 20 years, Regina!
Dessart Sweets
3036 13th Ave
@DessartSweets